
 

Kotor 2 Female Head Mods

another name for this mod is "female head bodieslide".
with other modders, theres a lot of support . we like to

support the community with things we can help with, but
if you find yourself needing help or have a question,

please ask a staff member . it may seem like a simple
mod, but there's a lot of work that goes into them, so if
you're looking for more support, make sure to give staff
a nice request! the future is black and there is no way to
escape. the method of upgrade listed as "xp" refers to

the method of upgrade that permits you to increase your
xp through levelling through missions and fighting. if you
are looking to level your character through credits, this is

the mod to use. however, if you are looking to level
through xp, you will still need outfit studio to level

properly. other modders may have gone through a lot of
trouble and effort to make their mods, and i've got to say
that body mods are my favourite, as they have so many

possibilities. usually, i find that people can make any
character look like another character. the concept of
mod organiser is pretty neat, in my opinion. it is an
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extremely useful program that makes modding so much
easier. however, modding for every character can get a

little tedious. using bodyslide is awesome, because it lets
you adjust clothing to your needs and looks great. only
thing is, it can be challenging to set up at times. it may

be hard to understand for new users, but if you plan
ahead, everything should be fine. this mod allows you to

replace your head with a human or tobi head and to
install a full face mod. many times we have asked the

community to install a full face mod into a male
character for male players, and very often they ask for a

female face. with this mod, you can have that as well.
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Kotor 2 Female Head Mods

this mod has been downloaded over 100,000 times in the
past few weeks, and it really takes off at the end of the

game where there is a huge conversation dialog.
balthazar has some fun repartee, and it's very easy to
use this mod with existing mods. this mod changes the
head textures, allowing a character to have a female

head with a face and full face replacement. its possible
for you to have a female head while using other mods

that have full face replacements. this mod is a skin only
mod that allows you to apply your skins mod to the 4

character templates in the game. this mod replaces the
texture files with those from your skins mod to apply the

outfit to these skins. it is compatible with all of the
replacements, but the facial [replacement] is not. a
kotor2 mod that recreates the hairstyles of different

species. includes: modifies common female hair textures,
mira, handmaiden, visas, and the twilek dancers. does

not modify the male textures. n/a for kotor1. kotor1
version: kotor all hair style mod this mod turns the entire

female cast into ultra-thin, goddesslike beauties.
preserved kotor1 textures that were also used in the

kotor2 builds. the male characters have a slight change
to their head sculpt. female faces appear on the

character model, so you can change to whatever face
you like the best. overall female characters are very thin,
but not as skinny as the modder intended. also, the male
player head with the hair does not have a handmaiden,

mira or other head mods applied to it. n/a for kotor1.
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